









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Ski Issue makes  its 
appearaoce  
today  




 in Southern California 
for the
 first
 time, the issue also contains 
hints  
and  suggestions 
for 
that first 
trip. There's also a story 
on the ski
 team and a 
Swiss
 
skier's  views on the different approaches
 of the sport in 
Europe
 and
 America. Photo above shows
 the new Far East Bowl 





























houses at 184 S. 11th 
Si, 
was  

















































































































keep an eye on 




what, but it 
saves  a lot of 
missing
 
gear.  At this 




 lost anything." 
The 
chief  stated that 
there  was 
no 




declined  to estimate the 










house  was 
insured,  but 
in-
surance
 agent, Ralph 
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has disclosed a massive buildup of 
its armed forces in the wake of /he 
invasion by Red Chinese 
troops. 
The buildup will include MIG jets 
I "cm 
the  Soviet Union. 
The disclosure
 came as the Com- 
! 
rnunists
 were reported to have fired 
en Indian soldiers at least three' 




 '21 cease-fire. 











 told Parliament that 
this 
country  was increasing the 
size of 








a.s on the 













melees of building. director selec-
tion,  program, education, finance.' 
and administrative organiza t i011. 
will meet today at
 
noon in the; 













 among the ma-
jor items under 
consideration  by 
the State 
College  Board of 
Trustees  
during its 
three-day  meeting 
to-
day through Friday
 at Fresno State 
College.
 
As a result 





el through the 
Chancellor's office,' 
ssearch showed
 that virtually all 
elleges had more books per stu-
dent 
than
 did the California State 
!Colleges. 
Seven of the
 13 state colleges, 
lie in the lowest 10"/ of distri-
bution, rated on the
 number of 
!books  per 
student.  
San Jose 
State  College ranks 
,'lose to the bottom of the distribu-
Non with a below -average per cap-








 sets a supply 
stand-
ard of 
a minimum of 40 volumes 
I per student. 
The study showed
 that 
'the national per capita median is 




State College library development 
will he 
presented
 to the Trustees 
for 
revision  and action before be-









upper age limits for recruitment." 
Current
 estimates are that India 





 who are receiving badly 
needed modern automatic weapons
 
from the United
 States, Britain. 
Canada and Australia.
 During 





million men in 
service,  and some 
leaders have 
suggested  this figure 
as the goal now for a possible pro-
tracted conflict with Red China. 
Chavan
 said Russia has agreed 
to supply India with some MIGs 
later this month or early next year. 
with 
in' ac
 to follow 
later. 
The U.S. Air Eerie at Wiesbaden. 
Germany, said about 200 American 





Indian  government in 
12 
C130  Hercules transport planes. 
During  the first 
week  of the 
operation. 
the U.S. group airlifted 
more than 5.0(10 Indian troops and 
one million ;stun& of supplies and 





defense effort, the Air Force said. 
Col. Charles W. Howe. Ventura,
 
Calif.,
 commander  of the 
group,  
expressed full satisfaction with the 
operation, which he said has been 
conducted thus far without mishap. 





EL1SABETHVILLE, The Congo 
'1 
'P1  A mob of jest Europeans 
stormed the Belgian Consulate Monday night, planted a Katangese 




The demonstrators, mostly local Belgians, gathered in the busy 
\ 
 
'flue Fulbert Youlou in the city center and chanted hate slogans 
Belgian Foreign Minister Paul -Henri Speak. 
They said they 
were protesting
 the recent White 
House 
corn-
nuinispie which said Speak and President Kennedy agreed sanctions 
inay have
 ill he 
used  to 
force 
Katanga 
to integrate with the 




INVADERS  ARRESTED 
KEY WEST, Fla.  -Federal officers seized 13 men in 
battle
 







 a guerilla attack




of one Cuban, 
one 

































invade a foreign country." 
TITO 
















 in six 
years  
and received a 
kiss and a 





has  been hdled 





 talks with 








In a brief speech at the 
station.





















science that stud  .ch phenom-
ena as clairvoyets es mental te-
lepathy and extra -sensory pereep-
tam, is scheduled for a thorough 
airing this morning when De 
Frederick C. Dommeyer speaks 
on "The Present
 Status of Para-
psychology- at 11:30 
in Concert 
Hall 
Dr. Dommeyer. head of the SJS 
Philosophy  Department. has been 
studying "psychical phenomena" 
for some 20 years.
 but the actual
 
science of parapsychology 
is so 
new  that the word itself can only 
be found in recent editions of a 
dictionary. 
A member of the faculty here 
since
 1958. Dr. Dommeyer has 
taught at Brown. Syracuse Uni-
versity and St. Lawrence Univer-
sity in New York. He is currently 
working on several articles which 
will be published in a parapsycho-
logical journal in 1963 on the
 place 
The 10 -year 
development  pro-
gram calls 
for an initial increase 
of 1.11 


















three-day  session, 
the  
trustees







S. Dumke. The 
plan 
includes  salary 
increases  from 
7.5 to 
12.5







are expected to 
hear progress 
reports
 on the state-
wide faculty senate and 
the faculty 
eouncil's  plan. 
Included on the
 agenda is 



















 eagy in 


















spend  a 
month
 and a 
half
 at Duke 





sponsored  by 

















stat,AS of the field and 
what  im-












 of people 
engaged  
in 
parapsychological research, the 




held about the field and an 
evaluation
 of the field. 
The 
lecture
 is open 
to the gen-
















Committee  will, 
be presented for






 of the committee 




an unusual or 
fundamental nature. 
Normal  and routine legislation 
will
 



















































































































































































































 in West 
Ber-
lin  no 
longer
 will be 
based on 
occupation rights,









interpretation  of 
coming
 
events  in 
Berlin
















































referring  in 
public  only 





























































































 the special  event 
The 
dress?  





Ira, .1; /i 









. only one 
major condition 
tiating a 























I tinned in the 
city 
Since the stationing  of West 
German units in 




 an allied 









Imo that would be arti-
ficially 
created by the











a \Ian tor 
All 
Season:'






 ass.  ..late pro-
fessor  of drama, 
today at 
the 12:30 
book talk in rooms A and B of the 
cafeteria.  
English 
playwright  Robert Bolt 
;sweeter!
 the drama in 1960. It is 
no, eoing into its 
second
 
year  on 
Broadway.
 




 of the col-
lege 
community.  said. "It's
 one of 
the hest plays that has 
come out 




The play is set
 during the time 
at 































til  "A Man for






















nator of special 
educ:,!1.,
 
















































































































oldest  and 
most  
well  known 
college
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tau SJS students :out 




 board 16 
buses
 Saturday morning and tra-




















 are many., 
our 
hope. for sour 
isappi-



















for paperback  books
 










A Happy New Year 
4th and San Fernando Sts. 
Hall
 at the Academy of 
Sciences
 
In Golden Gate Park. 
"Purpose of the trip is to 
re-
view things 
learned  by the stu-
dents
 in their Nature Study 10A 
classes," commented Dr. 
Arnold
 
Applegarth, professor of science 
education.  "Due to the number of 
students on the trip, it 
will be im-
possible to have enough faculty 
members to go wound," he added. 
"Some  of our senior science educa-
tion majors will act as bus captains
 
and field trip leaders," he pointed 
out. 
"We are going to the zoo to do 
more than feed the monkeys and 
elephants." the science professor
 
said. "We are going to study ani-
mals and to understand the adap-
Bons to environment, nature of 
food, make a comparative study of 
legs and feet and to study the 
types of skin covering,"
 he added. 
While 
at
 the planetarium the 
students will review their study 
of astronomy. They will be in-
structed in determining the mo-
tions of earth and planets. 
At North American Hall, the 
last stop of the trip, the 
students  
will again study
 animals. This time 
however, they will be stuffed
 
ani-

















 been selected by 
Boeing  Ail. -
craft Company to attend its tech-
nology forums in Seattle, 
Dec.  20 
and 
21.  
Electrical engineering students 
Fred B. Badal, a graduate, and 
Hobert Stubbe, a senior, as 
well  
as Johan Hendriks, senior mechan-
ical engineering student, were 
among 200 students
 selected from 
colleges and universities









































































 has been a 
consistent 
winner  of 
awards  in the






was  one of six 







was  held 
in
 the Conrad 






from all over the
 
United  States. 







 the International 
Farm  
Youth 
Exchange.  This 40-year -old 
program  sends young 
people to 
various 
countries in the 
world  to 
live with a 
family for six months 
for a people -to
-people basis of 
cultural  exchange. 
Miss 
Mandell,
 who Is 
scheduled
 
to graduate in 
June, has not yet
 
been





her on her way to 
the 
national  meet 
this






qps  she 
conducted  












 out a monthly 
newsletter  
to the clubs
 in the county. 
Miss Mandell 









Organized  three years ago. 
The 
energetic
 coed says she 


















Object  of the individual forums 
is 
to provide the students with an 




the' application of their
 par-
















tales  of 
Hale's
 







 out,  sleeves 
rolled
 
or lorg ... we have 
them all in 
a 
thrilling  anthology-








in every size at this price!
 












For Yule Season 
Interviews  will 
lie held tomor-
row for persons interested in work-
ing on weekend.s and 
full-time
 dur-
ing the Christmas holiday at Fron-
tier Village Amusement 
Wonder-
land, 4885 Monterey  Road. 
Interested persons will he inter-
viewed at Frontier Village and 
must first contact Mrs. B. C. Gar-
ner. BA 
5-1500.  
Men will be employed as 
groundskeepers and women will 
serve as cashiers and ticket takers. 
Students must be between the 











































































































































free but open to 




















 scientist and 
prominent 
science
 writer from 
Washington, 
D.C., 




11:30  a.m, lecture
 on 
"Science 







the field of physics and 
atomic energy and led the
 scientific ' 
team that tested the 
effects of 
A-hombs at 
Bikini Atoll in 
1946.  
Tomorrow's  lecture, 
sponsored  by 
the 
College Lecture Committee, 




their  1 
responsibility
 as government ad-
visers and their
 role in political 
parties. 
Dr. Lapp has published several 
including his latest work, 
hill and Overkill," which dis-
cussed the problem of the 
growing  
atomic stockpile





 for Evening 
More than 70 
education  classes 
have been 
planned for the 
spring  
semester's 
late  afternoon and eve-
ning 




 Price, evening 
program  
coordinator. 

















 more enjoyable 




 will thaw with a hot 
spicy Tico's taco. 




































































































































































































































































































































































cleaning  and t :
home a lovable 
FULL 8
-lb. stuffed




























starring  Kim Novak 

























































-The Sword of the 
Ctrqt.i-er
 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































is enacted at the












































































































































 an equipment 
tech-  
San Francisco 










 moving of equipna 
into the




















tion was closed 








 equipment is not gatherd.
  




equipment is for the 
elec-
tricttl
 engineering  labs
 and the 
is used 
for  measurements. 












9cp tim o i e wh 
d4'a'nt the very Gem... 
Your portfolio 
includes: 
1. PERSONAL COUNSELINS: 
A discription of as many 
of
 your strong traits as you 
may  need to help you 
develops a 
better  peisonality. Each 
trait includes 
a list of advantages,
 disadvantages 
and how to 
direct the trait. 
2. STUDY HABIT 
COUNSELING:  A discription
 of the 
specific 
traits




information  telling you how 
to con-




list of specific voca-
tions  tailored 
to your natural 
inclinations  
from
 which you may 
choose in order to 
provide  
yourself with 












 lst Street  San Jose. 
Calif.   
Telephon,...  
297-3313 




 it I. 




























































































































































though  they 
go together,
 but to 
, Dr. James 
Heath,  professor
 of biol-
ogy,  they 
go
 hand in 
hand.  
While on a 
two-year leave, Dr.
 











 this time, 







The two week 
trip was 
jointly 
sponsored  by 
the San 
Di-
ego  and 
Surabaja  
zoos.  
The  proboscis 
is







"This is quite 
different," 
said Dr. Heath.
 "Most other 
mon-
keys eat 
fruits,  flowers or insects," 
he added. 
A photographer and a 
represent-
ative 
of the San Diego zoo accom-
panied
 Dr. Heath on the trip and 
assisted in the collection





procedures native boys 
collected  
the 
monkeys,"  Dr. Heath said. "We
 
were in 












his group was 
acclimat-
ing the
 creatures to zoo 
life.  The 
captured
 monkeys were 
left in 
Surabaja Zoo
 before being shipped 



















 engineer at this Fri-













































 families, featuring the 
traditional  wassail bowl, 
carolers  
and goodwill
 will be held in the 
cafeteria, 
Sunday,  Dec. 16. 
Entertainment
 for the party,' 
which opens the 
college vacation! 
perkxl, is centered about an old 
English
 theme. Students will 
be 
featured AS 
mummers and dancers 
and as 
carolers.
 It will run from 
4:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. 
Mrs. Noreen L. 
Mitchell  is chair-
man 
for the event, which is 
spon-
sored 
by the Faculty Social Com-
mittee.
 She is also director of the 
student mummers group, 
composed  




Bapista,  Lee Russel 
and 
Gaye Lewis. 
Student carollers,  under the di-









 and Ruth 
Williamson.
 
Members of the general
 commit-
tee for the buffet are Mrs. Mitch-
, ell, Byron J. Bollinger, 
Michael
 I,. 
Dolan, Miss Janet Douglas, Mrs. 
Merton Kirkish, Dan C. Lopez, Miss 
Anna Lou Loze, Charles E. Mar-








Francis  Keppel has 
been.  
chosen 
by the Kennedy adminis-
tration 
to become the new U.S. 
Commissioner
 of Education. 
Keppers appointment
 to the vr-
cant post ends a long 
search by 
the administration for a qualified 
person 
willing  to take the position. 
The difficulty 
apparently  has been 
that
 the  job pays only $20,000 
per year, and most leading men' 
in the field are currently drawing 
a good 
deal more than that. 
Keppel is 46 years old, a 
native 
of New York City, and a grad-
uate of Harvard, where he has' 
been dean of the College of Edit.' 
cation since 1948. According to' 
press reports, the 
IleW commis- ' 
sioner will be given a relatively 
free hand in reshaping the bu-
reaucracy of the Office of Edu-
- 
USC 






 gt aduate 
work at 
the  University of 
South-
ern  California's School of Business 
Administration  will be discu.ssed 
tomorrow, 9 
a.m.,  at AV207. 
Graduating
 seniors in majors 
C. Pinkston, Mrs. Gladys
 L. Vog-
outside business,
 who are interest-
elman.
 Miss Catherine M. Wallace, 
eel in




fall  and faculty members who are 
emsidering
 a doctoral program in 
business administration will have 
Gladys L. Vogelman and Miss 
an opportunity
 to talk with a rep -
Anna Lou Laze. Assisting are 
the 
resentative
 from USC. 





persons  must 
sign
 up 
wives,  Mmes. H. Murray Clark, 
at the Placement Office, Adm234 
Richard
 Dale, Harland Embree, 
. 





Donald, Karl Mueller, 
Bert  Morris, 
Glenn Reed, 
Dale Ruggles, James 
Stevenson, Sidney Tiedt, 
Gordon  
Van Arsdale and Frank Willey. 
Faculty daughters, Cynthia Em
-
Wiley and 
















will be Mmes 
MacDonald, will 










Stanley C. Benz, 














immunizations  until after 
the 
Christmas
 vacation, the Stu-
dent Health Service announce!
 
yesterday.  









 and smallpox 
at 






























































 The  





























 Office of 
Education










 the sort de-
veloped  by hamburger 
stands and 
banks 







soybean meal at 
this 
Gulf  Coast port on the Missis-
sippi River are serviced by 
an un-
I usual barge -and -elevator unit, op-
erated by Rogers Terminal and
 
Shipping Corp., which brings cargo 
vessels anchored in 
midstream  
The captain, like auto drivers :, 






























































































Greek Retreat, the annual fra-
ternity -sorority conference span.
 
sored by Inter-Fraternity Council 
and Panhellenic Council, 
will  he- 11-, 
come a weekend conference for the 
first time this year.
 




 Retreat will be held at La e 
Playa 
Hotel  in Carmel and will be 





Jerry Englm and Carolee
 Schra-
dle are co-chairmen and committee 




 Sharon Moy, 
Sue Mar-
lette, Dennis Chambers, Bruce 
Wiseman  and John Worthington. 
Advisers are Dirk Drelson and 




office  and Associate Dean 
of Students 
Robert




candle  to light the 
way 
to  
happy  Yule. May the 







 Season and throughout 
the coming









 496 W San 
Fernando












































































































junior  size 
bicycles
 in a 
large  
variety
 of colors, 
styles



































































"Island Treasure," a film de-






































-choked in i. : 
reen with 






Me but nctt st) much 6) human -
1982 





10, at 8 























idm that is sponsoied by the S.so-
., Clara Valley Audubon Sec.oi, 
s.lS
 










Ow home of the 
stio..-
-hoe 





 At one point in its 
history  














was  hiss-ks si 
,sway. Having
 completed his (h.-
-truction. man
 moved on. 
The snowshoe rabbit, deprived 
.it its natural surroundings, disap-
peared, giving way to the cotton -
BEAUTY CONTEST ENTRANTSStanding,




Diana  Clark, Joanne 
Johnson,  
Joan Quinn and 
Carolyn  Ohliger. Seated, from left: Phyllis 





real horned owl and the carilx.ts 
to the 
white -tail deer. 























































































































degree  and 
employed



































































'is 1 p.m.. 
today. 
.Silva,













 be a 
Judges












 per day 






 as- I 
dent ml.
 or 















be furnished, and s: 
and adviser 






































mai  ries' 
























































































































































































..wept to one in recent years. 
1 
By JERRY ARCA fraternity in 
addition  to an exoco 
 
this island 












Isresent scenes fro's. 
' t'hee-Chee," and 'N. 
latter by Jean -Paul 
Them. is no ;obi 
pip 
tosve rarely studied any island. 
Dr. Arnold Applegart h. professor 
,t science education, and coordina-
'ssr of the series, urges all inter-
--ited students
 to take advantage
 
,f the opportunity to attend
 this 
Student  tickets are 
50 cents and 
may  be 





mester. San Jose 
State's
 Inter- 















pose of improving 
the fraternIts 
Fraternity 





 Mt, . 
nally coming of age.







little more than a name: 
The newest,  
and 









on the Greek 
ternities 
with a loose, disunited,
 scene is 
the IF(' 
Judiciary.  This 
overall organization that had 












comprised nf the presi- 
ASIS to handle
 any cases involving
 
dent and a rePre`efflativc "f each Greeks. even 
if the incident has 
nothing to 










 buss tin .strfach 
Pants  
\vu  er 
before
















.tiperfil.k tailored European Stretch l'ant 
of the fine.t !ttsk 4rrtelt )\1.1 
$29.95  
Regular
 :":2 Or) Men., and Vi omen'. Stretch 
Pa nl-
Excellent 
quality  %kind and water repellent tr\ 
$







 l'ant. in ,ize.
 I 
to It. 

















le, you can buy a good 
hoot  for a rea.iiriable price  
I ere
 
I. a hand 
made



























































 ti'lliti Parka. 
%int Roll























































 the image left is the 
favor-





















 evidently,  as the  team 
took
 
Hist  plaits two years ago anti fin-
ished close to the top 
again last 
year. 
An image of a 
different
 sort sal 
be 
presented  






. fraternity. The 
show  is free 
to 
ti..; public and features 
sketches
 
put on by the fraternities and 
sororities.
 The show
 will be the 
10th 
running





 1.000 men 
is bound












Council each year to sponsor a 
cek 
Retreat.  This year's 
retreat,
 
t.eduled for March 2-3 in Carmel. 
vsill 
be attended by 
lour leaders 
from














rela t ions. 
Overseeing  so 
many activities
 
ran be a tough















If you want that summer
 jot, 






 off until just before
 











placement ituf9 viewer at the col
-
























































 Jose State studeit-
through the 
student placemet;t 
service last year 
readily attest- itr,,4 




and summer WOI k 
is one of the 
three phases of 
SJS'
 placement 
service. which also 
aids  education 
graduates arid graduates 
looking
 \\; 
for a career in 
husiness  or 
indus-
try. 






counter"  jobs. 
"These are




 such as hashing and 




sions, that require ft, 
hours
 to a tea' days. 
Headland.  
"They are convenient 
for st '-
dents who have difficult schedulc, 
ot for those who
 are just plain 








steady part-time job (loitlr. 
mester,  setting 
up
 a c, 
schedule of classes, s.sils .ssi ; 
them
 either in the morning or .; 
in the afternoon, is vital. 
ing 
to Mrs. Headland. 
"Most 
part-time
 jobs run in I,, 
shifts, such as from 8-12 in 
morning or from 1-5 
in
 the aft, 
noon." said Mt a. Headland. "1.1.1. 




























 to SpiNey's and pick
 up 
the 


















the best -dressed 
collegiale  " 
on campus! ( 
4 
get 
colored  contozts 40" 
to match every 
outfiil  )  
/ 















and  many other colors.)
 




























































































































































































































































 president ; 
Marge  
51cCandless,
























IS ill  Ire 
featured




















 111 II st 
MARK
 
Fay  SJS 


































Paul  R. Searle.
 institute 
director,  
Church  of Jesus 




 been my  










interested  in 
-religion" 
















"It seems to me that












 lives They are 
interested in developing
 a philoso-
phy that will hold 
them
 the rest 
of 
their lives. 





I. I think 
it is, 
good
 . . ." Searle said, 
"but
 it Is 
only 
an
 intellectual curiosity, it,  
won't get them
 very far, 
"In getting ran 
over-all
 view of 











































































Louis  F. Buden: 
$2 00 
and send send 
Christmas Cards 
individual
 cards 100-500 
boxes of 25 $1 -$2 









Religious  and sec-
ular











MI111111111,,  I ft,/
 frl 




















 a belief 
in 
God,





















































































who  are 

























"I am sure that 




 the Gospel of 
Jesus. 
Christ,
 with its 











and  a 
continuing  












 to which they do 
a., 
loyalty,













of to what or 
to whom one gives 
his loyalty. So, 
in
 this sense,  a 
religion of 
scientism












 a Supreme Being. 
'one who says rehigon is on its 
II a 
out
 doesn't understand the 
nature
 of religion. 
"Man is a creature of an Ulti-
mate Creator, not the ultimate 









'raison d'etre' of their Creation. 
In this sense there
 is a 
relationship  




the creature. An IBM 
machine 
which  seeks an 
inde-
pendent relationship
 from the rea-
son 
of 




machine  it 
is a 
pile  of 
kink
 Man who seeks an 
irate-
Wednesdat.  net, 
PIP4RTAN D Ares -3 
pendent it . diatnn liiilli 
the
  .i,sislant le1112,1"11
 
it, !Lind  
son 
for tie i .11i011 
Is not es: eif 1,1 
dr --. I it
 1.! . 
.ill lie 









Apathy   
106erta,:s
 




"There is plenty of 'religion' on 
the SJS 
canape's;
 everyone bets 
his 
life on 
something,  whether it be 
'getting 
ahead.'
 or the 
'American  
way,' or 
















Christmas shopping. Just .- 
Athens

























White.  campus min-
h,o1 




 religion to 
he ..n 
its 
way  tool. Itni: would










I'm not so sure that this is sa. 
'There  is a great deal of dif-
ference in faith and religion. Re-
ligion. as being our 
attempts
 at 
expressing our faith through 
the  




that takes place, is 
not so much the rejection of faith, 
hut the 




















means  that 
religion  
ha -
been given some nonsideration I 
can't accept this. 
"The mood I 
eneouruer
 i 




indifference.  I feel 


























at SJS that 
they
 are the inlay ing-
est, niost irreligious students fit the 
world. But, they are no 
different 









last,  week 
from rill 
eastern 1,,nfer-















I ri more ate 
'di that 'The 
practice (.1 .. 
 , o Is 










.  v ash 
that
 
wt.  .re sert WO*
 























etc   




than they are now. 
One 
? ven can take 
course.  in. flow Bet-
ter 
Ti,
 Serve Ares. 
The  cult o: 





 we all. unlike  
early 
Christians,

































new 2.000 -cur pat ga-




Iternai 1.:z range 







1,, -.1  
., 
a'.11.
 I don't 
exactly 
.,. Mock walk 
at










one  block of 
the 


















Dennis Nitehens, junior in ac-
. 
ainting.  admitted 
he 
no longer 
has to walk 
five blocks to school 
.Ser,
 




"This is the greatest thing that
 
ever happened to SJS -so far," 
said 
Stan Morgan,  junior 
geogra-
phy major. "On Monday, Wednes-
day. and Friday I don't get 
here 
11 a.m. I 
know  I always have 
ce 
in



























TOWN  .5 


































































































 Solve Your 










 gift packages 
order today to ship by the tenth of Decem-
ber so that they arrive on 
Christmas. 
Fancy Cheeses 
and Party trays 
Hickory Farms 







Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily 
Sundays
 11 a.m. 













































wet'.  A 
noi  te,  
have been sold so 1  
mately 10(1 more 
week,
 he said. 















 security guard on 

 .  
in the garage. At that
 time 
fee will drop to $3.25 for
 the .  











park  their ears: 
I. The owner has a Seel 1 re 
tog
 that the car is pmtectest 
2t. 
space. 
e driver doesn't 
huts''
so early 
to gun a par 
srgc 
e.,. 






rain and fai. 
ler.ves. 
"Even, . .h r..,y 
will 
ha ., 

















































































 a ilirn+vd 
time only. Excellent
 for skiing or sports car 
enthusiasts.  Will keep you warm in any type 
of weather. Coat style, 
coat
 
style  with 
shawl
 collar, pull -over with shawl collar, and 
pull































































































...  and 
travel

















































































stiffer  penal -
es Ism 







He told a news 
conference  that 
illegal sale 




the drugs should 
lie 









 made during his re-elec-
tion 










 that too many 
restrictions against
 sale of danger-
aus drugs could create a "prohilii-
tion-type situation." 
The 





lah.ts modeled after a system 
ti  
'iv
 used for 
hard n a r co tics 
addicts. 
The committee, headed by As-
omblvman
 A. O'Connell, 
San 
Francisco'. 
Francisco'. made the recom-
mendation in a report 
prepared for 





The report said the term "dan-
gerous drugs" included literally 















The treatment facility for dan-
gerous drug addicts was a keystone
 
of the committee's recommenda-


































































low as   
is ,.lsltovii











drugs short of 
c,,mmitttng  
themselves to the treatment ;n'' 











tarily  to the care of the Depart-




In a warning against too nutny 
restrictions  on 
the  gale and use of 
such 
drugs,  the committee said: 
-This could lead to an under-
world
 supply of drugs
 manufac-




 such drugs have 
turned up on the shelves of phar-








create  a prohibition type 
situ-
ation and mark California for inva-
sion
 by organized 
crime. The cure 
could easily.  be worse
 than the 
disease." 
But the committee recommended 
that the federal 
government  in-
crease its efforts to control
 impor-
tation and use of narcotics and 
dangerous 
drugs. This agreed with 
a 




. A spokesman for the U.S. Em
-






















without leaving his 
plane 














member of the Sen-
few
 





Committee,  is 
'touring 






Monday:  "We do not want this 
prejudiced segregationist in Ugan-
da. 
I African nationalist leaders in 
Lusaka,
 Northern Rhodesia, also 
criticized Ellender. They accused
 
him of "fanning the embers
 of 


























  Is 
.111,I0si




 psjsnr Is. 
think 'show four II owl., 
ust 
evil. 








 is /.,,',.. it Olt 
ii,,- Imo.. In ',ill l'hole, 


















































DAR -ES -SALAAM. 
Tangaynika  
(P1' Tanganyika became 
the 
aecotul African nation to bar Sen-
Allen 










The Tanganyika goiernment an  
notmetal  that Ellender. 
72. would  
be asked to leave on his sched-
uled arrival here yesterday. 
Uganda barred the Democrat 
Monday  
although  it
 was not known 
whether he had planned to visit 
that newly independent nation on 
his current tour of Africa. 
Ellender was reported to have 
told newsmen in Southern Rho-
edsia last week that he had not 
seen an  African nation where 
the  
average African
 was capable of 
leadership 
without














and  Conrad just 
don't  see eye -
to -eye. 
The 7 -foot 6 -inch boa 
constrictor
 
has been a pet at the 
Delta  Tau 
Ikatit  Fraternity. Conracl was ac-
. (mired 
when





 room to 
, himself 
next to the downstairs ho 
ingroom.  











Conrad was a rept ill 
could inflict 













get  rid 






















































































Ltitat units and 
the 
et cation of 
more than 
1.000  
new  outfits in 
the  
700.000





 ordered changes 
to 
take place 




 the 300.000 -man Ar-
my Reserves. 
But 
in the case of 
the 400.000 
National Guardsmen,
 the defense 
secretary wiote 
letters to the 
gov-
ernors of the 
states
 asking them 
to accept the 
far-reaching  changes. 
The long-awaited




















 It also includes














 excess units and 












had not been 








National Olard would 
eliminate 802 and 
organize  366 
units. The Pentagon said
 after ad-
justment for 78 paper units, the 
net loss would be 3.38. 
"This 
ieorganization  is design& 







"The increase in combat 
rea.li-
ness will be achieved by mass]. r-
ing men from low priority unit -
high priority units. by 
inereas,o,
 
the equipment and increasing ihu 
numbel of instruchas." 
Army Secretary 
Cyrus R. Vance,  




















special  Christmas gift for the mar
 
who has 
everything.  It's a 
(1.,./.: 
bottles  of 
Scotch
 
priced at Sls 
158.95,
 and wrapped

















































































































































 W of 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































must  be 
made
 
































































 lake considerably 
mare  
time.'









closed,  as 








that even larger problems 
would arise. -Then we would has
-
it
 bring in our equipment frtan 
















 a hurry." 
Polio- Itay
 Blackmore said 
earlier If :s 
decided  to close 



























































































































































































































 3. Speech and







































20.  Men's 
Gym-



























































































































Recreation;  22. Women's Gymnasium; 23. En-
gineering; 24. Engineering; 25. Industrial Arts; 
26, Cafeteria; 27. Concert Hall; 28. Music; 29. 





33c, Washburn Hall; 34d. Allen Hall; 34e, 
Markham Hall; 34f. Moulder Hall; 35. College 
Union;  36. Police and AFROTC; 37. Barracks; 





































































































































































































































































































































































































women).  4. 
A new 
parking  



















































 of the 
Horrle 
Ee011011lieS 






PHASE V (1986-70) 
11 Land
 
acquisition  of one block 
(Ninth 
Street  to Tenth Street 
San 
Salvador































on the south 
campus, plus 700 car parking 
spaces  at ground level 
PHASE VI (1967-?) 
1. The acquisition
 of
 Killion Hall. 




 31 A west 
wing of 
thee proposed 









 A central 
library to be' 
lovated
 on the present site of the
 
It,









stab Sixth Streets 7, Ilesi-
ileinee






dents  1700 men,
 7,10 
exemien,  plus 
second
-floor 






The  second phase






















site of Mel 
Library.
 




















 for at 



























 space on 
the main 
campus
 in use 
for more 

















 on the 
perimeter  of 
the 
campus  in order
 to make 
the  most 
effective
 use  of 
campus  land. 
"This 






















































































































































































































ell,. .  ,,--











3. Speech and 
Drama;  4. Class-
room-Centtnnial




































IS. Chapel; 19. 
Faculty  
Office
 Building; 20. 
Physical  Education 
class-









Industrial  Arts; 
26.  Cafe-
teria; 27. Music;
 28. Music addition; 29. Art 
Building;
 30, 







(2,025  cars); 
33. Residence 
halls-women 



























With the addition of a men's 
gymnasium 


















area will be inereaseo 
0,9,,
 





















four 10 -story towel-
housirk,  700 
students  
each
 env:- - 
lolled 
in 
the master idan tot th, 
area. 
Parking spates
 at ground 
hate'
 ssiii he 
matte  a Val 
lahlt  for 
700 
cars,  
and a future second .leck 
planned.
 
Only triinor expansion 
is
 antiti-













Jose  State College,








 The master plan
 
draven  up by 












Dean  and chairman 
of 
the  Campus. Development
 Com-
mittee,  the master plan was firs( 






 at iis 
Noven.).:  Ineein























(removed);  41. 
Class-
room Building 
No, 1; 42. 


































Residence  halls, 
500 men, 500 















 54. Men's 
Gym-
nasium













































dence halls, 1,400 rtudonts,
 South Campus; 
65. Killion Hell. 
R-SP  
ART  Ti .1f 
Night of Miracles Theme 
TA 
otee
 ma k Te 
















 to all 












repairing  of all
 makes and 
models,














































 is an 
annual  affair 
sponsored  by 
the fellowship








Dr.  C. Oscar 
Johnson. 
past president
 of the 
American 
Baptist 















 will precede 
Dr. Johnson's 
talk.  












Petters,  and Mary-
ann 
Gravitt,
 or the Grace
 Baptist 
Church  office, 
10th





be made by 
calling  CY 5-2035. 
Total  cost 















































 of Utah. will
 speak on 
The 
Role
 of Polysaccharides in 
Nature"











He will comment on the chem. 
istrv of biologically important 
polysaccharides and some of the 




biological  systems. 
such as bacteria, plants and mam-
mals and their significance in 




The Biochemistry Department 
at 
the University of Utah will soon 
, he occupying new quarters,
 and 
are seeking qualified applicants 
for their graduate program. 
Any junior or senior interested 
in this field may make an appoint-
ment with Dr. Linker while he is 
on campus. To make appointments 
contact the Chemistry Department 
in 








pier, drss w,th 
party  
manners .  . 
black  valve. 














with rhinestone glitter. 
$32.95 




 161 S 1%1 St 




















Economics  70. 
Home 













 see their 
















courses before Jars 
It.
 Further information is 
avail-
able in 
the  Nursing 















attend  a 
meeting
 of the women's 
. 
extramural  
ski  team 










































y MARNIE YAMAMOTO 
I 
Having  housing problems?
 





can  I apply for a 
dorm residence? 
These are 
just a sampling of 
the questions 




Answers to the questions, in or-







 problems. from 
just  find-
ing 









 close during the
 holi-
days because 
of the "total prob-
lem of staffing
 the halLs," 
Baron  
!stinted  out. 
"It's a 
problem
 for a 
few people 
since 98 








"But,"  Baron 
added,
 "we make 
every















to apply only 
five to 
seven 





may apply nearly a 
year in 
advance,"
 Baron said. 
A 



















in the six 













The waiting  
list reaches 
6,000 





to 100 after 


































hopeful  we 


















Student  ts, 
"koffee 
klatch."  cafeteria 









Bible  study, 
Memorial










leyball courts, 4:30 p.m. 
Society  for the
 Advancement of 
Management,  








Co. at Milpitas, 
speaking. 
Garden  City 
Hofbraii, f;:30






Schwaltacher  and 
Co.,  12:30 p.m. 
Occupational
 Therapy 
C I u 
meeting. 










dance,  WG10, 7 p.m. 
TOMORROW: 
Hawaiian Club. meeting. Build-














 Class, meeting, Col- 
'isms
 6.th
 I1  
lege Union. 3:30
 p.m. 
Archery, field, 4:30 p.m. 
House Teams 
and  Individuals, 
WG23, 7 p.m. 
- - - 
Wises 
to
 it than 
disadvantages.
 It 





















 he added. 
Going to 
the  other end 
of
 the 











 policies of the 
col-
lege. he 

















 for the 












 be shown 
Friday 











cies  with 
large
 apron -like 
flaps 

























animal. They were taken in the 
province 
of Assam. India. 
' -There is some 
cause for fear 
for
 the existence of the big 
rhinos.  
because of the invasion of the Red 
('hinese." said 1)1.. 
Carl  Duncan. 






































































































































































































































































































from  9:15 
a.m.  to 
4:30































































































Did You Say Typewriters? 
We've got 'em 
- see us 
today!
 





































115 VV. San Fprnando  St. 
CY 
5-9516  
App. apt contract  
60 Cad. 
cony.  .^. 
Contract  for 
sale.  
App. ape. contract. 
For sale 
/1 4.,1 

















 c8nd 8.  . 
$1495 































































































































N. I,s  
































































































































































t  - 
rreet ng peop e - 


























































































































































































































































such  as a 
little  
afternoon














one,  and 






befits  a 





own  sights 
and









































Street  as 
close  to the 
campus






































Pens . . . 











































































































































. . . 
And  Study 
C, ns 
. . . Except
 When 
Crossing Seventh 
. . . Or 
A Treatment?
 






































is only one 
remaining.  Spur, 
to carry 





































































 One party 
and
 
share  little in 
college 
politics  which benefit





this eit nation there 











holders.  many indifferent.  lime let down 
the lead-
ers by not 
supporting a 





is  to 
be a 
resit:di/Mims  























political  party. 
 K. S. 
Cars 



























42 East San Antonio 
Downtown






Entered  as second class matter
 April 
24,
 1934. at San Jose. California.
 un-
der the act of 




 daily by 
Asso-
ciated 




Saturday  and Sunday, 
dur.ng 





only  on a rernainderof-semes-
ter basis. 
Full  academic 
year. $9; ach 
semester $4.50.




cents.  CY 4-64 4Editorial
Ext. 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386. Adver-
tising Er+. 
2081,  2082, 2083, 2084. 
Press
 of Globe Printing Co. 
Office  
hours  I:45-4:20 p.m., Monday through 
Friday.
 
Editor   LESTER ON 




Advertising Mgr. _ STU FLANSBURG 
 -am .. am. am, 11 :* 
Special Student Rates 
Shampoo and 
set
   $2.50 
Heircut


















4th & William 































































By DON CHAPMAN 
America's  overweight
 popula-
tion, now estimated to be af-
fecting 48 million 
people,
 always 
has  been formidable, 
but today 
it is bigger than ever. 
Early last year,
 a report by 
the American Heart 
Associa-
tion ad hoc 
committee  on Diet-






artery disease. The lat-
ter accounts for
 more than half 
of 
all  heart fatalities 
and kills 
500,000 Americans a 
yeartwice  
the toll from all varieties 
of can-
cer and five times the 
deaths  
from 
auto  accidents, according 
to Dr. Jack Smolensky,
 associate 
professor of health and hygiene. 
The relation of 
atherosclerosis  
and the diet center around the
 




Ancel  Keys, 
57, inventor of the 
wartime K 
ration, and 





 Well and Stay
 Well." 
Dr. 












 down to 





 meaning bile and
 stereos, 
meaning  solidi a 





 is necessary 
for  the forma-
tion of 
brain cells, the 
produc-
tion of 








fatty  protein 
molecules in 
which  cholesterol 
travels 








 by the body. There-
fore it 
tends to build up on the 
walls 
of the arteries of those 
eating too 
much  food containing 








































the  flow of 














artery's  flow 
to























 of Dr. 
Keys' 
ideal diet 















potatoes, bread, fruit, 






contains 16 per cent pro-
tein 
(including  meats) instead 
of
 
the 14 in 
the average American's 
and 11 
and four per cent unsat-
urated and
 saturated fats, res-
pectively,
 as compared with 
23
 
and 17 per cent 
in the average 
American's diet. 
The question arises as to 
which 
persons should modify 





to the Journal of 
the American Medical Associa-
tion (Feb. 4, 1961) three groups 







crease fats and 








 of atherosclerotic heart 
or blood vessel 
disease  - who 
have high blood 
cholesterol lev-
els, an increase
 in blood pres-
sure,
 are overweight and- or 
who  
lead lives of "relentless frastra-
tration." 
3 )Those who 
have








 the J o it 
rnai
 
stated that these people should 
reduce













It has been 
emphasized  that 
there
 
is no final 
proof that heart 
attacks 
or strokes will 
Ix. pre-


























































































































































































































































































































































 as he sees




years  of 
his  presi-
dency.
 His own 





















varia  and 












there  was 
one  of 
the 
Christian 























 effect in at 
least  three 
important




 in which 
Great 
Britain
 is trying 
to at-
tain 







Union  but to-
ward the 
United  States as 
well. 
Adenauer's 
position  was com-
plicated by the 
contrtwersy rag-



































A Speech and Drama  
l'roolortion
 
A. ed. dun Sat.. 










san  C 



















































































































































































and  his pal 
























































































Mint & Sari Ferammii: 
n. 

































































































































































































































































































meetings  every 
night  




































Alpha  Nu, 
















































































































 pretty blue-eyed 
senior 
has 



























 oversees Greek retreat,
 
the 




 board and the 






Her  first job with the group 













much to keep her 
busy as it mem-
: ick Masque, senior women's honor so -
Delta Pi, education honor society and 
le Sister of Minerva, a selective women's 
,ciliary
 to Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity. 
Honors
 





























 "the busier you
 are,  the 
more  you seem to get done." 
As a senior education major, Arlene 





 the Santa Clara County area. 
ENGAGED 
Caml Whit nell, Alpha Chi 
Omega.  junior education major from 
Lafayette.  to I 
ti,
 id Dougherty, Sim 
Graden




creek.  Jan. 
26 is the 
wedding  day. 
Linda 
Dawson,  senior education major from Livermore, to 
:truce 
Jensen,  serving in the 
U.S.  
Marine
 Corps  and stationed
 in 




 Anderson, senior education major from 
Hillsborough,  to 
Gail Boyd, senior civil engineering major from 
Burlingame. 
Judy Newton, junior education major 
from  Palo Alto to Jim 
Davis,
 junior
 electrical engineering major from 
Castro Valley,  
PINNED 
Kathy 
Webb. Gamma Phi Beta 
junior secretarial administration 
major from Santa Ana, to Phil 
Lenz, Sigma Chi junior business 







 the true 
spirit  of the 
Christmas
 season


























F:T A I , CR E EZ E 
FARNIINtilfAI.E. N.Y. UPI' 








space Metals and alloys
 may 
tarn










batch  01 
ice cubes," 
according to engineers here.
 
Manufacturing 















 into ice to shape 
metal parts. This 
freezing  tech-
nique,  they 

















































































































































































 a few hours
 by air 
from any 






atmosphere  of 
















a year come to 




men  attracted 







 progress is 
marked by 
multiplying 
consumer  demand 
and a safe return
 on investment, 
often 
running










progress  is 
evident
 
also in new tourist comforts and 
facilities for enjoyment of the 
richness of nue(' civilizations - - 
the colorful pre-Columbian In-
dian, the Spanish Colonial, and 
the modern all basking in 
year-round springtime. 
Modernity  is the stamp of 
Mexico  City at. University 
City  oi the Heart Institute, fore-




with its fashionable rooftop res-
taurant.  The new is also the 
mark of resorts outside
 
the cap-
ital, places like Acapulco, 
Coz-
umel, San
 Jose Purua, and lx-
tapan 
de
 la Sal. 
MODERN COMFORTS 
Modern comforts also make 
accessible 
such  perfectly pre-
served Spanish
 colonial
 towns as 
Taxer), San 
Miguel  Allende, Mor-
elia and 
Puebla without des-
troying their charm and char-







villages  and  
the  































































































 aver a g e 
tourist 
spending 

















the first six 
months  of 





elsewhere  on 
the eco-
nomic  front. 
where  the dollar
-
pegged
 peso has 
remained stable
 
despite  rising 






the  woild's top 
ten  pro-
ducers 
of a wide 
range  of na-





I ncr easing 
industrialization  















 anti investment. an 
increased  t.!IIISS




and a rising prosperity that has 
brought
 a higher standard of 
Statistics
 show that Mexico is 
an active 





States.  Moreover, the 
Mexican
 government has been 
scrupulous about
 paying off 
whatever
 debts and obligations 
it incurs MA in keeping the 
country's finances sound. 
One of the only Latin Ameri-
can nations where, 
according
 lo 
a U.S. Senate survey, 
monism has never gained  
a foothold among the prasau' 
Mexico is rated by U.S. limo:, 




good opixirtunities for invest-
ment.
 A major










comes from the United 
States. 
although Japan
 and some other 
nations 












 the'first   







































ONO  at 'soar' throath," read one passage 
on





 a secret 
code,  but 







forms  at the El 
Camino  ad-
























from  the 
military 
service,"

























 their toll." 
(We hope
 to do 
better  up 
'hear 
SNAIL'S
 PA( I 
Coed 
residents
 at !1;. 
Sproul 
Hall dormitoo























 the snail 
right  
through the 





coed confided that 
she preferred 
high
 heels for snail 
squashing. 
The Daily Bruin
 reports that 
the 
Sproul  Hall 
residents  meet 







 is, except the girl in 
'tennies' who 

























"The Finest in 
Graduation Portraits" 
Plan on having your graduation 
pictures  taken early. Be 
proud 




















 Go now and pay 
later  plan avoilobie 
 Go anywhere in the U.S.
 or the Worid at reduced rates 
Phillip 11°6(4
 





















makes  si 
Completely 
differen(shriver  that 
- ends razor
 hdr,  r 
Only 



































 away dirt, 
























































it sta. 'Christmas 
Stifles.- 







































1-sc -cc Work 
,-  
Work 
F  Es-rnates 
i Workmanship  
CY 2-9099 














For Recital Dec.19 
MLLSIC In:in the 
taltFil  and con-
ceit 
hall
 will be featured at a 





Included on the program 
are 
a group of 
limier  by BrillalLS to 
be 
lierformed




Suaan cello. and ftatimel 
Perez.
 piano, will then oviform 
the  Sonata in G major for cello 
and figunsi bass by Sanu.narlini. 
Isolde's Liebestod from -Tris-
tan 
and Isolde" of Wanger
 and 
the aria "Pace, pace mat the 
et
 Verdi's "La F.  del
 
















by Bruin  
is to be 
per -
:aimed
 by' Camilla Sheldon, with 









etudes  by 
Chtecin,  
number, one, two
 and 12. 





program  with 
Man-
on's beautiful jut iii from the sec-
ond 
act 
of Pueeini's opera 
"Nla-
non
 Lescaut." and an aria from 
Nlassenet's opera ''llertaliade.'' 






























De Die Rhinelander ptit 
Band 
7)1 Market 
 (;\ 7-20112 
 
TffIM-471TErtrf=firffn




























Dec. 11 at 8 p.m. in Morris 
)at 
ley Auditorium, 
Participating in the performance,
 sponsons1 by the Music De-
partment.  will be the Women's: 
Glee
 Club, the Men's Glee Club and
 
the  General Chorus. 
Vocalists will be Gloria Di-
Lonardo.





professor of music, 
tenor  and Dr. Edwin Dunning,  
Art 
Dept. 
Auction  Sale 
assistant




will  be Violet 
Thomas 











will  be Dr. Gus G. Lease,
 asso-






 ' - 

















tam and Sale. 
acknowledged  as one of 
the 
over 250 art works by both greatest of musical masterpieces, 
students
 and faculty 
are  
now  
was  composed in 24 
days.  




 AM Gallery 
into a Christmas 










contains  one of the 
A variety
 of items
 up for sale 
most  






























 "I did 
continue through 





a.m.-4  p.m, 
me
 and the Great 









p.m. on Sundays. finally 







God has visited 
me." 
Friday  evening 
at 8 in A133. The first performance
 of the 
The auction 
will  rifflet from work 
was
 in Dublin, Ireland, in 
that
 of last year. There will
 be no 1742. The piece
 via,: an instant 
Inv -bidding, ram will 
there be success and has 
remained  a lit-
any minimum bids 
set










auction and sale are
 pr-
 :owe 







WiLS. SO impressed by 
the  power 
art scholarships. 
Proceeds from of 
the "Hallelujah," that
 it rose 
the auction and 
sale are divided to its feet,
 
between 
the conti ibuting artist, 
Ever
 since then, it has been 
the art scholarship
 fund and the customary
 for audiences around 
Art Gallery
 maintenance fund,  
the world to express a 
similar 
Last year the event took 
in
 respect by rising at the 
begin -
more than $15410, of which over
 
fling
 of the chorus and remain -
$800
 












 BELL TELEPHONE 
COMPANIES  
SALUTE:








  , 





























 less than 
a year. 
Bolt




problem concerning spring relay stress tension. 








sound  recommendations. 
Bob DiCioccio and other young engineers like him in 
Bell Telephone Companies throughout the country help 
bring the- finest communications 
--ri 
ice in the world to 
the 
Intines
 and businesses 
1,f  a ,,z1, i lig America.  
"a&  








SJS  Music 
Department  
will 
present its annual 
Christ-
mas Concert Dec. 9 
at
 3 p.m. in 
Concert Hall, 
highlighted  by. a 
performance
 of the Dumbarton
 
Oaks
























studying with the 
contem-
porary
 Italian -American 
com-
poser  Gian Carlo 
Menotti  at the 
Curtis Institute 
of Music in 
Philadelphia. 
It was find performed 
at the 
Julliant School of 
Music,  with 
the French 





 Williatn J. Erlend-
son, professor



























 will open with 
the Sonata 




 bass,  by the
 
Italian baroque
 composer COMB. 
The 
four -movement work will
 
be 




fessor  of music, vio-
lin; Donald 
thimuth,  associate 
professor of 
MUSIC,




/tumult) and Ryan will also
 
join performers in a presentation 
of 
Handers
 Concerto in F ma-
jor for organ 




Ii be organ 
soloist. Other performers
 will be 
Carmen Wisler,
 violin: Frances 
Robinson, professor
 of music. 
viola: Roger Merrill, string bass 
and Wayne Sorensen, associate 
professor of music and Susan 
Snook. oboes. 
There is no 
admission  charge. 
The concert









roe  r aill 
i 
Christmas readings, dealing with 
the 











 9 at 2 p.m. 
Lone performer 
will
 he Noreen 




Miss Mitchell is 
distinguished
 
as a writer, director,
 and 
pe, 
















 at SJS, 
Miss  Mitchell








































































































 is the 









Usually  it ends there. 
But 
because
























































































































 even though they may be 




















it, the more it grows. 






























ceiling  of the dining 










Two  there 












































out into the 


















Holcomb,  and 










for two of the three 




















demands  placed 
upon








characters  that 
ant at  
comic, tragic, satirical, deeply








































 the grocer." 
Amedee is a 
ftlaywright. 
whose  t,-: 
15 years amounts
 to two one -line
 speeches! 
In addition to the 
























a need for incidental  
music,





moods  of Amedee and 
Mad,
 
also as a type 
of leading motif 
for  the growth ot 
music for 
this production was 





performed by a wind 








 suite for "Amedee- consisted, it 
not 






!hal were effective and 







 can be no 
doubt.
 The opening performance til  
.1 
meat,  
v succesaftil. The capacity audience






 loudly at the final curtaitt.  
costumes and 
direction were blended in 
a , 
duce an 
unforgettable  evening at the 
theattr.
 
The  play will be repeated 
tonight.
 Thursday, Friday 
urday
 at 
8:15,  Tickets are on sale 
in 




















pert  ! 
ceria s from 
email  i1,-!. 
veal
 / ' 
!I on 
Haydn, l'ilt  \ ,,i 
Singers ate ". I 
Vf :-
Ham Purkiss, hatann \I 
tam
 Thomas, 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































,tessrax,  regardless 
.1 oent, 
perloolSI  Ill 
Ho, 
.t  As 




































































body's  by-laws a 
.. id 












Cards"Peacock,"  shown here, 
conveys
 the color and splendor 
of this 
proud
 bird, and 
the 
thrill
 of two Indian children in 
a 
moment  of 

















































says . . 
ere 
can  a college 





















































































































































































 Plenty of rest, 
liquids,




































the health  
said, will offer 
eomfh,  
l'ommentm, 











lot cote:Its  %shah
 
'drat aceornpam  





































































































































   IP  II  .1,1 II I 

















































































































ease,  he 
500.  is "%Illy [weir melli-
eine."
 













 in the 
treatment
 of a common mild. p
eillin
 















it it IA 
used 
',lien.
 he added. 
However,  




 , lever rind 























































woolen's  physical 
ed-
ucation






























o:0041. HO ...IC- 
















RaCICWel  I  I e
-
turn 

























 Party spoke there in 
eeli 
















 in the 






















ersial Nazi to the 
Open  Air The -
liter





his  talk, and thou-
sands crowded 






Rockwell  returned to 




























Jungle warfare and the - 
occupy
 









received  his B.A. 
degree  in 





at Fort Sill, Okla. 
Army 2nd 
Lieut,  John 
F. 
Stew-
art recently completed a nine -week 
ranger






selected Barbara Ruth Lundell, 
a Long Beach State College 
senior,




Maid of Honor contest. 
Late 
this month, Barbara will 
compete in the national finals 
at 























5..1,,,Iars1ip  and 
need 
v '  





 ! .Itine 10. 
14C%.




, Lieutenant Stewart, who is a 19(12
 
Nice, I 
!min information on "Evolve" 
!nag- SJS graduate, is a member of T:tu  Furi!'.  
azine and the Newton Armstrong Delta Phi fraternity. I 
Jr death, fie claimed several per-,  
-ins have accused him of the mun-
Arrnstning  and he 
is 
plan-. 
noL, libel suits. Armstrong,
 an 
SDS s hit il e n t and 
editor  ot 
"Evolve," was found 
hanged in his 





was  o 
contrOVers!.
 








 San Diego ilistrkl 
attorney.  later termed
 the death 
suicide and dismissed 
the ease. The 
Students
 for Freedom, a 
eamptis  




 Mid why it 
was sure 
.5rnistrong
 was murdered. An 
ar-
ticle





.1, '. and 
relating it and 
the 
I.. 































































































































































































I VI r% 
UCLA 
    I 

























































I. IF'.it , 
In 
Ii retraetnin 















 was nta 
t. 
and  ratifies 
insistrif




 the mistake 
2, 
A Kin' 




Bruin  urgin't 
"No" vote on 
Proposition
 1-A in 
Its 






























































with tbe utmost precision is 
, 
main









why we carry a 





 and  con
 






delivery  service. 
, 1 84200 
2":16 


















"We Cater to Fraternities, Sororities 




































 *els 4, rvir 
55-.1/5.515, 41,57,51,1 
A% 
IN 4,  ilakalk 46ALSA4Llik





 No matter 




 thinking up 
.ust the right
 color names
 for ow- 

















six of them 
greenish 
ones-  or 
"Could
 I bother
 you for 
two  
or three dozen
 of thc-v,e 
stri-ped
 
ones."  Our problem
















































































 The grand prize 
winner
 will have
 his (or 
her)















 chance to 
become  










 Mi s Revera 
Affierbach,
 herself)














 of a grant





 that ;-. 4. RULES: 
The 
competition










v, ell as to 
those  
who 
have filled in the coupon below. 
This,
 
actually,  is 
Earle.-
 -..vm.
 : ,71 ::, 
e- many years 
Tins,:  of 





ih,ii  ii. 















that the hook containav 
mink
 of sdi'l 















 asatlahle at !otal( hooksers, 











t Ri, 11.44: 
15115',, and the price 
i $4 
u5 
































 in Nildre, 









S L  AS.4 
Unruh







































































































































































said.  This means 
team. ran 
he handled. "We hops. 
that
 only 




the  ne W omen'. in 
male 
student  hod y can take part 
&sena 
the 101101111 .101110-110r.-



















 0 It h 
gam.,  a night, 
as related to 







tr 0111) mangled  - 
!Him..." I 
nrult  continued. 
petition. From 


































to play and still 
also
































S: 1252 Me $43 
dividend.
 or  net 
of
 MC 






 end MO 
Medical  
Payments.  Other




can  be 





Call or write for full infor-
mal,. to 
Georg.
 AI. Campbell, 
See 





























































































































































minded  girl. 
Fwd..  (di I II I : 
- 
Pct./14U  / 
will;
 fatly 
































R  r, S  --er 
SHOP 
TALKRon  Davis, far right, explains 
just how SJS won 
that Stanford 
cross 
country  meet. Sandi  
Davis,
 standing next to 
her 
husband,
 hears plenty 
of
 
shop talk and listens 
patiently.  
Ben 









We've lost all 
faith  in the pre -season poll as a 
reliable yardstick. 
It all started in the midst
 of the 1962 collegiate 
football  year, 
when Ohio State. tabbed
 as No. 1 by wire services and 
other "ex-
perts." first dipped and then 
disappeared
 altogether from the top 20. 
Pretty soon it was an upset if the 
Buckeyes  won a game. 
But that's history. This weekend. the
 San Jose State Spartans 
reassured
 us of the Meaningless of such picks, 
as they rolled to two 
sictories
 over Portland University, which had 
been in the top 10 of 
Pacific Coast
 colleges in the forecasts. Conversely. SJS was picked 
fifth in its league alone. 
AVERAGE TEAM 
"Portland was a very average ball club," coach Stu Inman said. 
summarizing the game. "The big 
man 
iSteveu 
Anstett will help them. 
iatt I think they will have a long season." 
Not that he was downgrading
 the Spartan performance. "We 
showed 
a good defense against 





 pleased with the jobs that our new men did." he said, 



































 worth it. 
At present.
 Ron. SJS 
croasosaun-
I 




 load, working 
at 
dosher's  clothing  




His lovely 19 -year
-old  wife San-
di is working 

















simply , "%s ell. trying 
to 
get ahead.-
-Neter the twain shall
 meet" is 
not their motto despite all appear-
ances. for weekends
 ale spent 
to
 
gether ;even if it 
means  at a 
cross-country  
meet  "with the 
boys"; 




travels  to Berkeley  for 
a few hours before 
time  to report 
ti
 classes the next morning. 




east, sleeps and 
breathes  the sport.
 
reports Sandi.










Spartan water polo coach Lee 




 Sunday by 










varsity to a fine 11-5 record and 
a second place finish in the Cali-
fornia State College Champion-
, 
ships.  
Jim Monsees, San Jose's high 
scoring forward. Was named the 
outstanding
 
player  on the 
team.  
and was nominated to the All-
American squad 










was named  
to 
their first game with the club and they adjusted real 
well."  
All -California first team alone 
EDWARDS
 PRAISES) 
'with Monsees. was 
honored
 as the 
Of big Harry Edwards' performance 




senior, while Pete 
scored
 14 










chosen the most im-
"The second
 half of play 
was probably
 the best 10 minutes of ball
 
proved junior. 
Sagues won second 
Harry has played
 since being on the varsity. He did a fine job 
on
 
team plaudits on the before-men-
















performance was one of 
total value." 
, credited 





the  varsity is 
a home game 









Francisco  State College tomorrow night

























is good and is welcomed by Inman. 
























Club  B's in an 
excitin: 
11-10 
finale  at Treasure
 Island. 
Walton  
utmost the bosh  





























Francisco has the hest balance they've 
had  in some
 
tone.  
according to the 
Spartan coach. Assistant Dan Glines. who watched 
the Gators edge Cal Poly 62-59 last
 weekend is in full agreement. 
On the forward wall are 
Brad 




San Francisco City College, and the
 most valuable player in the 
State Junior College Championship Tournament 
last winter Jim 
Cunningham, a 6-2 senior with plenty of 
experience behind hint. and 
Tom Clearey. a 6-7 post man. At the guards are Bill 
Nocetti,  a team-
mate











Originally,  the schedule slated





 State games were to he played
 
in the gym, with the 









 Auditorium. Hoy:ever.  Friday night's game against  
the 
University  of California at Santa 
Barbara will be played in the 
gym, as well. 
RON VOYAGE
 












-West  on 




the University of Illinois, the University of 
Michigan
 and Detroit 
University.
 
They will get back in time for Christmas and start action in 
the 
WCAC
 Christmas Tournament at the University 
of
 San Fran-
cisco Dec. 26. Portland will be there as a gut -,d  in that one it should 
be 
interesting  to see how the 






































































































































would  be graduating
 
scion,












 will be sad to 
see that time 
(sane.  
"It's
 half his life 
nos',,  and I 
keep wondering what
 it will be 
like when





mused.  "I hope 
I can comfort him. He'll need
 it" 
Hut 
on the other side, 
Sand, 
looks
 forward to when Ron
 gets 
established in the sociology
 field 
and she can 
leave her job to 
shower her at  on her 









found a world of delight in the 
typewriter and wriggled and 
chortled gleeful's.  







"lie really runs my 
legs 
off." 
Ron must have noticed this same 
trait for
 when the baby was three 
weeks old,
 he had 
him  out on the 
track just looking 
things  iier. 
laughed Sandi. 


















































































































































what  she 
does  It:
 ium 



















































come in and see 
our holiday floral arrangements 
and festive 
corsages. 
10th & Santa 

















































* 9 -bole golf 



































































lobon  men 
















































































































. . . E.se  hi 
.spec  i4 
 































































































































































































































































































































seniors  and 
grads  
,.,Guartro/eeribt
 a top 
Comport
 t 










































































































































































days when that 






 although he 
was off this 
,ear. 
"One of our
 small bonus men, 
Tom Haller,
 now is a fine 
catcher  
for 




Right now the 
Giants  are sweat -
Fig 
out a $150,000 bonus lad 
ne(' 
Bob  Garibaldi,
 signed out 
..rsta Clara 
at the tender age 
rihaldi sat on the bench with 
,,,F Giants during the last half ot 
he 












































 team is 




















Bates and assistant 






 Alan Jancsi, Carlos
 
Perez, Bill


























 Dick LeMay recently
  
discovered 
the  complications 
that
 
anise out of such 
a union. 
LeMay, a 24 -year
-old pitcher and 
in 0 etillMial physical
 education 
major here at San Jose
 State, was 




Giants to the Houston 
Co0 
.45s. Accompanying LeMay to 
Ifouston will be utility infielder 
Manuel Motet. Coming to the 
Giants in the trade will be Joey 
Amalfitano,  the regular second 
baseman for San Francisco in 1961. 
"With 




 uas the first 
Fur
 the 
(tults in the National 







tilt them, in 
1,1111riltd 
to
 the chances of %sin-
ning 





(Mints," is loos 





was in an earlier' 
iii 
vi's il`W with LeMay that he 
mentioned 








was  Bob 
Aspromonte, 
not Amalfitano. 
Where he could 
hope hut for a 
position on the 
Giants  relief staff 
in 1963, the 6-3
 left-hander now 
has an 
ideal opportunity to 
win 
d starting 

















































































 seeing limited dots, 
Dick did revels*.
 his first World 
Series 
paNchrek. On the 
season  
Ii,. 




after e  piling a 3-11 mark 
over 
hi innings its 1961. 
''The Giants treateil me fairly.** 
saint LeMay. "1 regret leas ing 1h.. 
triends I've made on the team. 




 I'll go any -
w here to insure my family of a 




us in third 
ph,.
 
Dick, his wife. "Kitehie" 
and 
kept
 us breathing 











 and Suzy, 
just one, live not ' 
Dick admits











had it not been
 for Sandy Rout.... 
Carrying II units. 
Dick  is hop-
ing 
to coach on a high school 
unlimels
 injury to 
his pitch, -
mice his idayiar 











 looks for 
Bob Garibaldi.
 





make   a sersatilc coaching 
Santa  Clara, to 
be






his  prep days in 
Cincinnati,  Tatl'ma' 
Dick was All





hest" in  lad
 h 115 a pc, 











the result of 
too much 
prOSSUI 











 still, the 
long -ball like
 he 






















 Ls just 
as quick to 
defend his
 players. as 
he
 
is to jump 











About  his 
education?







 will re 
turn
 het e 
in
 the 























Michigan  where 
he 
spent

























'Charley  has 
helped me 
con-







































the  1963 























(late, neither the in .i-t on or 
s..:,  
Francisco organizations have 
el.
 
INcted  him about 
the 
Who,.  







 alter the 
bleakest  
..... Mid I Ile
 1111,..11111. 4.1 
incinnali in the
 pennant race, 
%s ere the 
strongest factors in 
bringing the 
first major league 







































Burgers   
15°  
Cheeseburgers
   
19t 
Deluxe Burgers   
294 
Fishwich   
294 
Shrimp Boat   
72t  














A.M,  to 
I AM
 




































Spartan cagers calls " i'al I  .11, 
11.1 
urn
 to action 
tomorrow
 




 in the  Spartan
 
Gym 
















































at one I. 
Bill 





for their work 
Friday and 






























 and In,  Cidleve
 Is 
juniors  









this is the 
best 







will ha\ F 
m..re 




















 and 6-4 Brad 
Duggan
 





























































For Your Convenience 
SPECIAL XMAS
 HOURS 










 Open Sunday December
 23rd 


















 All Bikes Include
 P-. 





















 Stock of 
Junior
 Size Bikes 
 



















r n rd vn4 Not, 




















































































 before I 
would be 
imprisoned. -
Et on ,t 
.'.1 Z.`f 































 Spartan Foundation) 
Tully Rd. 
East
 Seri Jose k 
CL 1-4120 







rooble. said Dr. Horny 
ski, as he 
recalled
 an experience  of one 
of 
his schoolmates. "Ile was 
rowing
 
down the river and made a joke 
atom






police were tolerant. 
though. and only 
gate
 him a coal 
shot el detail. 
-After 
he
 finished the 
detail  
he 
























 avoid bed 
-.tit to 
the  Czech°. 
vakian
   
Bono added















 join the 
party





























































 is so great
 that 


































































my -it ical: 
% ii  mys is 
unforseeable,  he 
add- 



























 who have 
owned 


































 blank 1 - 
...crane
 















































probably  all fake
 anyway.' 
Throughout 

































no such thing. 
But 











Sarah  L. 
Winchester.  





















 is a shrine
 to the 
study  of the 


























































 on your auto expenses





















ACCESSORIES  - 
LABOR AND 
FLAT  TIRES! 
Yes, 
sir,
 well fix your flats 






 A.S.B. cord 
John
 Elish Texaco 
Service 
























































reg. 54.98 now $3.48 
HOUSE OF 






 to $3.98 
GOODIES















































































































 are the quotations,
 
, 
le Unclasp the 
Tables  of Their 




I.  t e 
k'  

















bedroom  of 






and roasiun for 
S
 ii Is 




ed with the spirits.
 
:'he seance  
ioom
 huts one en
-
"u' and three exits
 and doors 
open from inside
 bid do 
iteear 
as 
doors  outside. In; 
,.:sount
 attempt
 to fool the ; 



















Every Fri. Es Sat. Nights 
9.30 to 1:30 
Come out this weekend! 
For Dinner Try Our Chef's 
Special 
Chicken  Dinner  
$1.75 
























 or screened doors, 
stairs
 that go 
























 in the 
north  plant 





















































































car  were 
found  in 
the garage
--none 






waiting  to be 




 found light 
fixtures. 
sash  and 





















Sarah to use them 














Guided  tours 
are 
by two San
 Jose families 
























































































































































































































































































































































Clara  Counit 
Fair and 
was  business 
manager  
the 











 i , 



























































































































 UULDIE  
v4
 
Thc natural habitat of the Cupcake is the Home Economics 
kitchen. She believes, as her mother did, that 
the  way to a 
man's heart is through his stomach. While this viewpoint 
might he considered unsophisticated by 
many of today's more 
enlightened male students,
 
none of them has ever been known 
to turn down a tin of her Fudge -Frosted NutFilled Brownies. 
Shc  really has a way with a dish and, as you can sec, she's 
quite a dish
 herself. 
Just as the 
Cupcake  has fnund
 
the perfect recipe for 
Frosted  Brownies,




perfect recipe for a delicious smoke.
 Taste Pall Mall's natural 
mildness  






















".7c4rro. 13 our 


































































































































1,,-;Idaat  and  
dun -
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Laing's Ski Hill 
Abino 200 






 has a rope 





















































































al. It is 
open






















































































































It /WS, 11"n, rentals, a 
.o.d housing within 
nine miles. It is 
open
 daily dur-









also  is 













,    
11111  has two 
rope  tows. 




















































iranner mint t 
Nt 
Sugar
 Bowl has two 

























 ski lianch 
right  at Ilonner Summit, Donner
 
Ski Ranch offers a doublechair 
lift, platter 






 meals and snacks, in-
struction and equipment rental. 
Open
 




























 - Also in 























































































































six  miles 





























































































 a rope 
tow.
 Slopes 
tor beginners and intermediates. 
snacks
 










NH%  siO 
61.s
 





















 last dung 
to do.
 naturally.












 sure that 















 in the 
radiator 





emergency  stops along
 the road, you 
should  
hase the normal
 equipment such 




 however, to 
bring  flares, 
a 
flashlight  






 if you're 
a member,
 fur snow, 
weather
 anti road 
conditions.  
The various ski 
stores  around the 
area  can provide 
you with
 the same information












































































































 TO FIT 
PERFECTLY  
If It's the Best Money Can 
Buy
 




The  finest rental 
equipment
 













Head Skis.... $6.00 
Standard,  Vectors and 
Competition.  
Bogner 
Stretch Pants. . $4.00 
(Yes, 
we rent Bogners) 
Boots   $2.00 
All double with speed 
laces 
Quilted 















There is no substitute for good 
quality. These brands are 
consid-
ered the best by their 
perform-
ance, beauty and long life, by 



























S 52.50 to 
$ 
79.50  






SPORT  ALM $ 







































































 has four rope 
tows. slopes 
tor  beglIII1v11: to 
experts.  instruc-
tion, 





 al. Open 
daily, it has 
housing
 there as 
well as 








 Ski Bowl has 
two double-
lifts. 
four  rope tows. 
si.osts tor 
beginning to expert 
InSt rUel ion, 
complete  
ails anti snacks 
and equipment 
rental. Open 
daily,  there is hous-
ing 22 












 Lodge Forty 
miles east of 
Placerville,  Straw-
berry Lodge 
has  a rope tow, be-
ginners 
slope,  complete meals 
and 
snacks, instruction and 
equipment  rental for skiing and 
tobogganing. Open daily, 
hous-
ing ranges from hotel -motel
 
rooms to dormitories. 
Edelweiss - - About 200 miles 
from San J064?. at Camp Sacra-
mento, Edelweiss has a double -
chair lift, T -bar, two rope tows,
 
slopes
 for beginners to 
experts,  
instruction, complete 
meals  and 
snacks and equipment 
rental. 




Sierra Ski Ranch- Open daily. 
the Sierra Ski Ranch otters lour 
rope tows,  half -mile pull. slopes 
for beginning and intermediate 
skiers, snacks, instruction and 
equipment rental. It also has 
rooms and dormitories a mile 
away. 
Phillips Pow -Wow 
Lodg
 
About 215 miles 
from  San Jose, 
this lodge has two rope 
tows,  
slopes for beginners and inter-
mediates, complete meals and 
snacks, instruction and equip-
ment rental for tobogganing as 
well as skiing. Open during 
weekends and on holidays only, 
it has accommodations available 





 Abou t 215 
miles from San Jose, Echo Sum-
mit has a platter pull, three rope 
tows, beginning and intermedi-






















 at ski -wonderful Yo-
semite. Vi.hat's more,
 the 
price is  right. 
From Sunday 
night to Saturday breakfast. 
11;11 pm the special Ill id-Week 
rate 
of onlv 811.50  per 
day 
land 







YOSEMITE,  SKI YOSEMITE, 
Package includes _lumberjack 
meals. lodgings,  free run of 




















and  Curry Co.. 
y,,..nlitt.
 National


















































Valley  has 
two rope 
tows,  














 one to 
three  
miles away.





























































 4, this 
state 
park has a hill for
 begin-
ners.  Open during 
weekends  and 










slide  and a 
re-c-
reation  hall. 
Burlington  





miles  from 
San Jose, 
Dorrington




































 211 miles 
from 
San 
Jose. Available there 
are two 




 rope tows, slopes
 for be-
ginning. 
intermediate  and 
expert  
skiers, complete

















National Park via 
state highway 140 or 
41, Badger 
Pass offers
 two T-bar lifts, 
in-




meals and snacks and 
equipment 
rental for ice 
skating  and sledding 
as well









































































































































































































ROUTES for the 
California 
and Nevada are 
show 
check  
weather  conditions before 
necessitate  closing of key 
roads  





skating  and 

















 SKI BOWL 
I,oealed
 
,i00 miles away 
from 
San Jose. the 





miles east of 
Visalia. 




experts,  it also 
offers










 This area 
is
 open week -
areas



















ends and holidays. acc., 
are available 
there  ars 
away. 
There  is 
1,  
lighted ski 
run and . 
ation on 






Bakersfield, this arra .111 
reached via Glennville. P 
miles from San Jose 






ers, complete meals it..  sodsk
 
it -


















72 S. FIRST ST. 
Westgate 






















Do you still wear a watch 





























































*When case, c won

















































































































































INSTRUCTOR  Haus Forstner
 fakes











OOPS!  This unfortunate skier 
lands  in the snow after losing her
 balance. Spills 













 ymir first trip to the 
-.ones. it'll be better to ski in 
:ented 
clothes
 if only 
because 
lull he landing 
on
 property 



























are The Naos 
and 
ski  pants. On 
'he latter, the 
stretch  variety 
































































































































































where  you can
 
learn 








own  your own 
skis, 
it's only natural that you 
want 
to 
keep them in the hest pos-
sible 





means waxing with the right 
kind of wax. 
Waxing
 is 
one  of the many 
small refinements,
 when done 










many  don't 
even ha \ e the right wax at 
hand.  
Most
 new ski bottoms need 
wax 













 heavy or wet 
snow.  use silver wax. 
Storing 



























































































































can be obtained. The important 
thing to remember is that
 sev-
eral 
layers of clothing 
offer 
more insulation and 
warmth
 
than one single heavy
 layer. 
Other
 accessories that are 
just 
about  necessities are a 
woolen cap. 
goggles  and gloves. 
For added 
comfort
 there, it 
might be wise to take up 
sun 
















market  for 
your 
first  pair, 




should  be 
considered.  
When you try on the boots, 
wear the 
same
 socks you'll 
be
 
using on the slopes.
 The inner 
hoot 
chould  come high enough 
om the ankle 
to lend tom sup-
port. Ample
 padding in the 
hoot lends warmth,
 comfort and 
added support. Speed lacing in 
the inner boot is helpful
 and 
appeals  to the ladies. 
Don't




in ski boots, it 
takes 









by coating them 
often with liberal
 layers of good 







































& fishing dept. 






































. . . 
What's 


































NYLON  SHELL 
PARKAS  
2
-ply,  wont eel 
rue relirtipt, color  foot. 
With 
drawstring heed. slash pickets. ON. 
signed
 for orison. 
FLEUR DELIS PARKAS 
Finest nylei shell parka 
with  draw. 
strong Hied, slate pocket,. Wind
 aRE 
raIn


























































mite/ parka Knot 
elestot cuffs and 
sell hoed. Urgest 
slack on 
Sen  lose. from 
laSrlt466R  
ki 
Mode In AUSTRIA for


















WOOL  & NYLON 
STRETCH  SOX 























Fun Pis, Sure Net's are the 
greatest  But there 
art other 
regions why onstructeos retem 
mended  them . . . and skiers from 
racers to !earners 
prefer them. Take 
Wart s Wets
 edges. They 
cermet 
pull out 










 in Hurt edges 
Nigh 
carbon 









pull the edges . 
because 











 74 50 
100 pr only litorted 4299 






 "Northland" sow 
per Ink 
Hats  
Mont Blanc men s and
 IgG 
leen,'  All [e'er, 
and 
51755
 Perfect litfing 
Other 













































































































'11:..;Til STREET PHARMACY 








STYLE. HAIR SPRAY - 10-0z. Size - Buy 2 
Gef 1 FREE! - Reg. 54.47 Value - 3 Cons for 
'TOP BRASS' HAIR DRESS'NG - Get *Top 
Brass' After -Share Lotion FREE! Both for 
'FOUR SEASONS' HAND AND BODY LOTION 
By Wr;sley
 - Ono Pint Size - Reg. 42.00 
XMAS WRAPPiN0 PAPER 































 from the 
WORKING
 OUT at Spartan Stadium, SJS ski team candidates 
go through some fundamentals in vying for the eight positions 
on 
the
 team. Turley R. Mings, assistant professor of economics, 
has been
 coach since 1959. 
;owed by a series of weekend 
!raining camp sessions at 
Squaw  













camps for Nordic 
events, jump-
itg, and cross country. 
Lack of interest in these 
...ents last year made Professor 
Mings decide to 
cancel  team 
ii 
ion rather than 
enter  
oniy 





Performance of the SJS skiers 
in a Far West Ski 
Association  
race 
at Alpine Meadows Dec. 
16 may qualify or disqualify
 
them for team 
membership, ac-
,.arding to the coach. 
The Spartan skiers compete 















University of Denver, Idaho, 
Utah, Colorado, Washington, 
Oregon State and, possibly. Ari-
zona State. 
Alaskan
 Cliff Steele k,. like-
ly 
candidate
 far the SJS team 
in 
Nordic  events, according to 
Mings. Experience in downhill 
and slalom 







petitors in Alpine events. 
Coach Mings is optimistic 
about the 
development of the 
team. 
This
 year. the 
enthusi-
asm for competition 
is greater 
than in previous 
years," he said. 
-We've had too many pleasure -
skiers in the past, but these men 














































by picked  tip 
Ttiett.tiaN dining!' Friths 
with
























































































Fla  the 


















































mod:Mons  are 
available
 42 miles 
away. It is 








west  of 
Lebec
 
























bar  and 
toboggan-
ing. 





































 west of 
Wright -




 rope tows, 
three 
slopes





meals and snacks. 
instruction
 and 
equipment  rental. 
Open  daily, it 
has housing there 





















instruction  ant 
saucer and ski equipment
 rental. 
Open on 
weekends  and holidays. 


























 anti complete 
meals and 
















 two miles away. 
MT. BALM' AREAS 
MOVIe SlOpe Forty-nine miles
 
from Los
 Angeles, :VW:F.' Slope 
'an be reached via state high-
way 30. 
11 miles north of Up-
land. Facilities available include 
two 
rope tows, 
slopes  for begin-
ning and intermediate skiers, a 




















 pull, five rope tows,  slopes 
for beginning. intermediate and 
expert skiers, complete  
meals  
and snaek s, instruction 
and 
equipment  rental.  Open daily. 












LAKE  AREAS 
Green
 Salley Snow 
Bowl 
Eighty miles from Los
 Angeles, 
Green Valley Snow Bowl can be 
reached vitt state highways 18 
and
 30. 










mediates, complete meals 
and 



















 Valley (Keller 
Peak)  - - 
Also
 HO miles away from
 Los An-
geles,  Snow Valley has 
a single -




slopes  for beginning,
 inter-
mediate























 El "ger 



























.., J. n the 





























































































 holidays anti 
4,,,,,nings.
 




also  is an 
ice skat-
ing 
rink  at 
Village. 
Lynn 









 there i n  
el
 tide a 
singleehair  
lift,
 a T -bar, 
four 
rope 










 rental. Open 





 within half a 
milt.  
There alsa













Summit is 199 











beginner,  intermediate 
an" 
expert skier, complete meals 
and  
snaeks, instruction and 
egad,-
ment 
rental. Open daily. 
ie.,:   
nuslations for 
12.000  are as .11. 
able
 nearby. There also is 






Rebel Ridge - Three
 miles  
ti 













slopes for the beginning and in-
termediate skiers,  
snacks,  hi-














faciilties  are avail-
able tor tobogganing. Ice skat irc. 




































 Housing is one an.. 
a half miles away. 
The:,  




 Basin (Onion Vallev 
1.". ',en 
east of Indepetp 











 skier. an!' 
equipment 
rental. Open onls 
..!, 




































































































































































































































































































Sewers  Pew 
Vacatlenland  on 
Highway
 to. 





















en, ,i,os doe 
beei.el 
DODGE 








































 quality ersgipcnent. 
* 












































































































































































Wtatom   6th & Keyes 
0th & 
Taylor 

































































































































































































































Tired of frying to find that morning parking spot or of leav-
ing your car ;n a loading zone only to f;nd a parking ticket 
on 
your return? 
Then give your car a home at Christmas at Brehm Bros., 
directly
 kittycorner to San Jose State's rbrary 
where  . 
A PARKING
 PLACE IS RESERVED FOR
 YOU 
$10") 
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miles he said. 



















/ .411, or. 
Ten Good Rules 
For 
Tobogganing 






 the  resorts 
although 
it
 is the predominant 
one.
 Depending on the
 resort. 
areas  for tobogganing 
may or 
I ay not he available










l:ming  "do's" and 
"don'ts.": 
 
Rent  or use 
good
 toboggans. 































 use handrail 
with firm 
grip,  kneel on a pad. 
 Follow 
at a safe distance.  


































































































 tiorril Ski I 
IL 51 TO I, 0 
train.
 help, 










The man's skull 










 M;ke Anet tells 
each takes 
on
 the popular sport. 
plans a ski trip 
during  vacation. 





he plate; to spend 
foor 
Lys 














gionlile,"  he 
quipped.  
Anet lashed out 
at the myth 
held by 
non -skiers who, 
claim 








 people who 
break
 countty - 
a 





odds of a 
beginner breaking
 All wiiifr 
a leg are very slim," he 
said. 
,sa  fel y and 
'The 
experienced










even  a difference in 
ropean anti





 get - I 
dad. Arm' iimorts. 










who go for I he  
soCial rather
 
than the skiing life. In Europe 
most everyone at 
the slopes ski, 
he
 said. 
"There the ones who do not 
git sknii. tire not acoepted 
into 
the  gr,,Hr. Bid here the skiers 
are 
Ii 
in'''. who are not :IV-
CepTed. 
The organizati. 


































 tiff the snu  
tsk. 
patrtilrrien




































































lIa/k//. t siteh hazard, 
DOITT GE LISAPPOINTED!! 































on campus or 
big  Lulky knit imports 
from
 Italy 








 make a per-
fect gift 
for that special one 
119'1499
 
we carry barlon, nylon, Iamb's 

































Interest  Lags 
Spartan


































painin ,sii ut  inuch Tune put,-
licity
 or to lack of 
interest
 in 
such .1 piyri.ttir; acorcEngto  
Club 8.'r'el.try Richard Hansel. 
The late t in the
 sries of 
cancellations occii..reI 
us 
el  the 
ThanksgiMe  
holidays  when 
a 
schediiled three -clay' 
sniper  
lei)" 








As fir the stoat trip is 
voncerned  Harset explained, it 




y.'eeken.1 after Ch.istmas 




is just as well. he Milicated,  be-
cause 





However,  unless there are at 







up fsr this trip.
 the 
club will stop
 trying ta arrange 




currently being made 




Mexico.  via 
Disneyland. Hollywood and 
oth-
er pony,: at interest.
 It will he 
seheduk 
ci 
to.  the s cm est e 
break, he indicated, if the next 
"experimental"




 about the 
-.now trip is 
a'. 







7,112(1  eillege  























































































































Home Developing Kit, Timer, Flash 






















 Film, Album. 
Gilds 





























 above. The resort 



















are the two alpine 










.1 1/,1 51111 
lilt, 
neyer learned
 to ski need not 





the winter sports season. 
W present
 most lodges offer 
 
O.ogran.
 of ski 
initruelion  for 
 _.nners and
 th-
 li  ., hi 





COY,.  not! BO that s ft,. year 
Sent forgot to come 
Mark our 
words  . . 
because Santa 
bought  
himself a pair 
of
 KOSS sfereophortes  
and has been enoy:ng 
stereo in this 
unique 
way, as it has never been 
beard before. He discovered 
that  
KOSS eeeee ophones reproduce sound 
a full 
or.tiwo 
below  any other ear. 
phone. YOU'LL HEAR SOUNDS 
YOU









































 Night  'Id 9 P M. 
(MONDAY THRU FRIDAY) 
79 SOUTH 

































































 tyvo and 
'Inc 
half miles










































510,  while 
61.50





two-hour  class 
lesson. 
The 















Private  lessons,  leg' 
hour, start at $6. 
The Donner Ski





diati  and 
advanced
 skiers. A 






It' urn resold 
.ssoi   






Chamber of Commerce, probably 
the best informed source of infor-
mathin
 on 
roads and automobile 
travel is the autanobile association 
or 
club. These organizations keep 
in 
close  touch
















































































































































































































































































weeks  of 
the 
date




















 for one 
full
 year 






Other limitations concern air 
travel 







passenger  airplane 
with-
in Nm-th 
America  and $100 eX-











































































































































120 E. SAN 
FERNANDO
 








Girls' Collegiate Classics 



















































































the  at 
going  into 






























































































y,01  for some tat' 
the 
(A/1111mm














































 arms forward, 
straightening
 up the 











 20 to 30 times. 
To
 exercise hip action
 swing 
qaised arm, to the left,
 shifting 
hips and knees to 
the  right, 
keeping body straight vertically. 
Reverse this action and repeat 
15 or 20 times. 
A good knee and shoulder 
ex-
ercise is: 























































































slope  at 
Dodge 
Ridge.  
Patton  is 






















 UP THE 
ROPE IN 






and  Happy 















The Ladies of 
ALPHA PHI 
wish






From us to you 
THE LADIES OF 
KAPPA ALPHA THETA 
.-M.111. 












































































 1. ear 
THE 
BROTHERS  OF 
THETA CHI 
Good





















































































































































































































plain old "fun 
time.- 









labs"  on the 
campus 
today. 
Now  in 










growth  of 
the 


















WaS a gOOd turnout then. 






it  the Recrea-
tion 

































































tile from the 
















sort  of a 
special
 
















OIL  CO. 




4t6 & William 
- 6t1. & Keyes 


































































 for the 
first time








basis,  with one 
group 
functioning  on Wednesday 
night, 
while






'There is little difficulty in 
arranging  
hands for the dances." 
Miss Marron said. "and most of 
them clamor to return for anoth-
er engagement.' The fact 
that  
they're not paid seems to make 
little
 
difference,  she 
said. "Most 






and are glad of the 
opportunity  
to gain some campus recogni-
tion.-
Another
 good indication that 
Co -Raw ha,'. "arrived" is the fact 
that it is recognized as an offi-











importance  of these 
mid
-week social affairs, and has 
steadily
 
increased  the expense 












Skiing in Caliform .- a  
namie 
sport and, indeed, industry. 
















elevations of Los An-
geles
 and San Bernardino
 coun-
ties 


































































or perhaps its 




































 at the Cath-
olic 
University  ot 







































































rated  as )1.
 high



























were  those 
who 











































































or energy, does not 
indicate







































































































































































































group  ) 
ties
 and 



































 WITH ASI CARD 
ri Llemters 
398 I 
Santo Clore 291-1010 
.30- 
..e.lter.




























 lettering on 
FOUNTAIN PENS, WALLETS 






LARGE  SELECTION OF 
CHRISTMAS  CARDS! 
. . . 
and 
BF. 11 
TIFI  I. 1:11.-F WI{ 
kITINI,
 


























































































































































































































mainder  of 



















































ing forward to 





































 send up 























































 if the sun the lab





 when it hypothetical bomb is dropped on 
is 
shining.  It is one of 
the numer- San 
Francisco  every day, 
and  the 
ous instruments
 used for 
gathering  path of the 
fallout is plotted. 
weather
 
data on top 
of
 the science' 
One




































used by the 
meteorology classes
 radioactivity in 














 types of rain 
county.
















much,  how 
mission is 





























































 F. True, 












































and  mini- 
demand
 for 
























the  roof of 
the 
Science  Building. 
REcORD  ON 
GRAPHS  
tivmendous
























 lab, wherelpeople 
































is only a 
small  part." he 
teorologists.
 






This is only 
a small part of the 









said, stating that 
Army, Navy 






 an abnor- 
kVeather 
reports
 from all over 
all the airlines 












country'  are 
teletyped




















 in the' He added that P.O.&E. als,
  
--cs World








 the lab. 
Next
 to the them to 
predict how much 





a map facsimile 
ma-  ment will be 


























maps  from 
Washington.'
 Park




















































is the torted 
arch,












































Even department stores 
use  them so that bathing suits 















 and averages three 11,, a 




 new to San
 .1..  State week 














leave  a that there
 are 
two  
school  buildings was one
 of two students inter-





students  spend 
a large ma- 
viewed who 












brary. where long study








 and most often 








 skin will grow I 
scientiously.
 
The  other 
building, 10 
hours a 
week in the library
 
which is occupied daily by hordes 









 rambling, talking, students is "I haven't opened a book all 
lleetTlaa
 has to think 
and  collect - the 
cafeteria,  often jokingly 
re- semester and 
average six to seven 
' 





 to as 
Cafeteria  1.A. 
hours in the cafeteria a week 




court  and wire 
tap-










infringement  of in-
-:\ il rights. He maintained 
police oft Mei. is better 








 is 2 
hInary hours 





,amp SJS with 
a ' study hours in the library anaC 
senior 
Bob Powers but he a 
 
reports that he averages two hours 




week  in the cafeteria. At the 
teria. His present CPA is 
2.4. 
time he is a 
2.4 GPA. 
"People are 
studying  harder " 
Freshman  Holli Webb spends 
stated Ken Chopping. Accord 













library. and states 








eight  hot I'S 
"Class breaks bring most kids .in 
the library and zipprox.a.  










asked why he So far this semester I've  
-1 
coals
 his time in 
the  cafeteria, spent six 
hours in the librat, 
to Barbatti,







library hours as 
cool- tensen.

















CPA. in the cafeteria. 
A 2.6 










down."  is reported by Jim if 






and  attitudes of '! 
ccages 
two hours a 
week in 





 in the 







 I, ,a& 
who  carries find there is a 
averag, 
aver  seldom uses 



















hopes  to attend 
liastings
 



















































 ender- aqua. rrilt 
lto-trtl  













































1.11,  I 
1.,.. 
It would then he interesting
 to 




in the cafeteria by 
thes.-- .,1,-tr, 
as 




 school facility 
mentioned -the library. 
We picked 
11 students at ran-
dom and
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hours a day in 
both 
the 



































































































1,, 10 Michigan 




from  across 
the 
. nation. 
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A 20 per cent
 increase in dormi-
tory rental rates is being proposed 
by the finance vottunittee of the 
California State College Board ot 
Trustees. 
The 
increase  would apply to 
rooms with multiple occupancy in 






 and opened alter January 
1959
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 tnem all: Tuxedoes, 


















proud of our 
new 
shop  

































































































a new car  
washing 
machines,
 etc., at a 













movie star for 
his,
 OR: 
3. A union 
contract,  fairly 
entered




WHAT  ABOUT 
HENRY'S?  
Fair employers, thru 
"private  enterprise,''  have 
nego-
tiated fair contracts with their 
employees  ... 
These 
Fair "Private Enterprise" 
Business -Men Pay: 












Short shift premiums 
Health & welfare contributions
 
Vacation 
& sickness pay 
IS 
THIS































and for fair 










 THIS UNFAIR 
NATIONAL
 









































































































































































































"One of the 
primary reasons for 
the present housing policy
 is to give 
the college
 some control over the 
moral and 
living




Housing  Counselor. 
The school 
policy,  established in 
1958, 
requires
 all single students 
under 21 
years  of age to live in 
approved housing. There is some, 
misunderstanding among the 
stu-




 State College. 
Need




to a 20 
per cent 
increase
 in total 






















































































































































































































































































best  and 
quickest
 way to 
learn a 
language  at the 
beginning  











the language, for in -




library  are not 
savings seekers 
as it may 
stance about
 grammar. doesn't help 
seem. The 
hordes  of 
students
 are just 
waiting  for an 
elevator  to 
students very 
much in acquiring 
take 
them to one of 






the skill to use the language
 for 
The large








 try to get to the sixth floor ' 
}Untie
 finds that her greatest 
classes
 which are being 
held here until 
regular  classrooms 
can 




with the opening of the Education 
Building  on 
language is time. Due to the vast 




_ difference in the basic structures 
of the Japanese and English langu-
ages, she attempts to organize the 
material so as to present it in 
the 
 
professor  of 
education,
 
most effective  way. This 
involves 
repetition of the old 
material in 
ywor 
and single beds. "Also," she 
 solained, "No 
student can he re-
moved 
from any approved house 
by the householder  without con-
sultation with the College Housing 
Office." 
Approved housing regulations 
seem to be fairly universal across 
the nation. "At the University of 
Iowa 
the rule applies with no ex-
ceptions," said Miss Ryan, "and at 
the
 University of Illinois all under-
graduates under 25 must




tives of the housing policies. 




ing an important 
part





Miss Ryan. "The purpose is to up-  
grade the living facilities by mak-
ing householders comply 
with ceir-
taM standards. Restricting the 
stir
-






graphic location of the 
college,  sh, 
explained, 
before  the colle r7i 










 by in- s' 
ilividual householders. 
Now the student is protected 
regulations requiring such thim.r.. 
























WILLIAM   









Vet  at ts,iniai 
must be signed ben,  






 accord inu  is,  
M i 
conjunction with the new,  and 
this, 
she 




sounds of the 
language.  Gradually. 
the students 
will come to recog-
nize the strange
 stream of 
sounds,
 
and will be able 
to reproduce them. 
"It is only 
after  the students be-
come 
thoroughly  acquainted with 
the 
sounds
 that they see the print-
ed 
letters
 and associate the
 sounds 
with the printed words, 
phrases 
and sentences," she says.
 
Kimie has studied





York,  and has a M.A. in Edith 
Graves
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controls have been 
lifted  
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 was not an 















local  population  and 
the 
language.  






Some Israelis in 
other lands 
found 















































DDEN AWARENESS  
was, in sotne
 cases,













' than Israel 
accepted
 a  
,00 
of
 anti -Jew -h 
sem 
:.anie
 as a 
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official  ' 
fill 
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wool. soft wool 11 
It  1,0 
(fin
 !lien& 
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S.::1001, of Music. 
Itefusub.:  to comment 








Introducing . . . 
inter,














































POLMI  Pt PS 
Is 
1.   
he rt I it  tar them
 chill!,  tlas  and nicht.. 
Itmle 
at .tiagtt mouton 
lamb,  these %%dd. 
and t 














VALLEY FAIR, 2801 
Stevens
 Creek Blvd. 
Hours Monday thru Friday 9:30 to 9:30 
Saturday 9:30 to 5:30 
a. 
V` 
  y 






Archie's Steak House 





















 the full 
membership




 and to the 
fact 



















only good music 
school  
that isn't in 
a music area 
such 
as San Francisco." 
When
 


























 the schools. The












 hope that 

































 Cuban crisis ended 
in atomic war? 
What  if missiles 
had just slam-
med into the 
key targets of the 
Bay
 Area  as well 
as
 Moscow. New 
York.
 and in the rest of the 
world.  
If you weren't 
turned into a 












before  radioactise materials
 
start  to accomplish their 
job
 in 
an equally horrible way. 
In such a 
case you would be 
on 
your
 own. It would be a 
period 
when your life 
and  the lives of 
your family 




the  picture 
painted  by 
Santa
 Clara County 
civil defense 
officials. 
Some call it a "new look:" oth-
ers title it a "re-examination of 
basic facts." 
The re-examination
 is of the en-
tire 
county civil defense concept. 
Perhaps, it's a realization of the 
facts as they 
have  always existed. 




To The Village! 
Custom 
Cabinets  -- They're The Utmost 
Stereo Kits  
Wholesale  








 San Carlos 
Open 













































Available  for 
Small  or Large Groups 
Make Reservations Now 
for our 
New 



























































































































the  usual advice 
for  
individual defense












Santa  Clara 
County













the  civil defense 
expert. 
:will  have to turn to 
some of the 
characteristics




 in the 20th cen-
tury. But instead
 of fighting off 
Indians. he 
must  be prepared
 to 
I battle an unseen, but 
just  as 
dead-
ly enemy: 
atomic  survival. 
. The change 
is evident in the 
cold wording of the 
county's civil 
defense  plan. 
".a.
 potential enemy has the 
capability of attacking 
by
 manned 
aircraft,  intercontinental ballistic 
missiles, missile launching naval
 
ls." The booklet talks












































































































































































































































































Holt,  as 
one
 of his 
first 
tasks, 
























will  he 
warned






















you  to enjoy 
traditional Yuletide dining in jovial surroundings. 
Join us in 
welcoming
 
1963  and 
share our hope 
for a happy 
and prosperous New
 Year






Join in the fun 





























































































































































































































































































































sees no letup to 




















































and battery -operated 
radio.
 




automobile  with food. 
kvair.r.
 
first -aid kit. battery -operated
 
re. 































































































































































































































Spring  said. 
The
 college instructor
 used the 
;,.,.,untroversy
 as an example.! 
near parents complaining, 





















Whi,11  has 












































 progress from 
what 
they 








 only as 
go..1  
students."  he stated, 
"then  the% 
become 
concerned when 
their  chirl 









 on the whole,
 is' 
actually 







 of education - - 
which!  
basically said 
the  student will learn 








prevalent in the 1920s 
and '30s." 
Spring emphasized. 
In its early stages
 Dewey's con-
cepts got out 
of hand in some 
cases. and 
were
 interpreted as 
1et-1
 




rather than the teacher. "You 
would hear 








Wass,  what do you want  to
 
do 
tiglay?' " Spring 
remembered.
 
"But you would have
 to hunt to 
find a school
 motivated by this 
philosophy today," he said. "Edu-
cators today are being 
blamed
 for 
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iaiient


















































































































































































































Force and the 
SJS  Aerie 
nauties 
Department  to goer use 
while stationed



















parts  and three 
years  of spare time 
later, the










be added and a lew! 
problems  ironed





 IN A 
PLANE  
The 

























back  to the 
United 
States  since 
it 






























able after Ow plane
 was brought 
home 
'fire plane 
has 1,44.11 flown sev-
eral times













budder ol the 
craft on 
hr 4 spare -lime 
project  - 

























 Mrs Santa 
Cleus  
if you're 






















































be a Santa's 
helper 








out   
-.ranter ,, not 























from a design 
by Robert E. 
. it:ill) of lioustini,  Texas. The 
r..I tainted the plane the Cou-
gai 1 and several have been built 
from his plans. 
Thomas E Leonard. the head of 
the Aeronautics Department, re-




The plane has a wing span ol 
over 20 feet. The cruising speed 
designated in the plans
 is 160 miles 
per hour. but since, the plane has 
the largest 
possible  engine for the 
design,  it will probably
 cruise much 
faster It has 125 horsepower 
lycoming  engines. 
DIFFICILTIES 
Captain Kruse had sonic 
diffi-
culty in 
constructing  the plane
 be -I 
cause he had to receive clearance! 
from the Federal Aviation Agency! 















er than the 
American woods nor-
mally 
used. The cost of t hese!
 
woods would be 
prohibitive  here. 




 because the 
O'ir*ti it* 
is a 
magical time of Near 
and Spartan 
Rental 
Service  wishes 
to
 thank N OU, the 
students
 of San 
Jose State College, 
for your wonderful 
patron-
age over the 
past 



















down and see us about 
apartments for both men 
or women over 
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